HOTELS IN ROME

PRICES ARE PER PERSON, PER NIGHT AND BREAKFAST INCLUDED.

**05 • Nord Nuova Roma 3★**
Due to its central location in the heart of Rome, near the Termini train station, interesting sites are a short walk away such as the Trevi Fountain and the Opera House. All 157 rooms, located on 7 floors, are completely soundproofed, wonderfully furnished and up to date. Guests at the hotel can enjoy a drink and relax on the spacious roof terrace with views of central Rome.
METFRO STATIONS: Termini and Repubblica

**06 • De Petris 3★**
The hotel enjoys a privileged location in the center of Rome near the Trevi Fountain, Piazza di Spagna and Piazza Barberini. The atmosphere of the hotel is elegant and peaceful and you will find all the modern comforts such as a reading room and a breakfast room. It offers 53 comfortable rooms. The metro station is 250 meters away.
METFRO STATION: Barberini

**07 • Best Western Canada 3★**
Hotel Canada is located in an elegant building dating back to 1870 and recently renovated. Its excellent location provides easy access by public transit to the most beautiful attractions in Rome. The 72 rooms are divided into two types, standard and deluxe. They are uniquely furnished with taste and elegance, yet modern.
METFRO STATION: Castro Pretorio

**08 • Giolli Nazionale 3★ sup.**
The Giolli Hotel is located in the historic center of Rome, a few minutes away from the Termini train station, landmarks and the hotel welcomes you in a historic and monumental building. It is decorated with antique tapestries, fine paintings and sculptures. The hotel is composed of 62 bright rooms, with spacious surroundings rich in functionality and elegance. The hotel also offers an authentic Italian bar, The Lobby Lounge Club.
METFRO STATION: Termini

**09 • Regno 3★ sup.**
The hotel is located inside a building of the 16th century with splendid terraces overlooking the roofs of Rome, in an exclusive area of the city, close to important landmarks such as Piazza di Spagna and the Trevi Fountain. Furnished with care and taste, the 70 rooms have soundproof windows, refined draperies that beautifully integrate the exclusive view of the Roman buildings.
METFRO STATION: Barberini

**10 • Domus Romana 4★**
This stylish 17th century restored convent is a rare work of art offering rich architectural details. Situated in the historical centre of Rome and only a 3 minute walk to the most famous sites such as the Palazzo Barberini, Colosseum, the Trevi Fountain and Piazza di Spagna. The hotel has a selection of 47 large rooms and studio apartments, some with private balconies or patios overlooking the inner courtyard.
METFRO STATION: Barberini
METFRO STATIONS: Barberini and Repubblica

**11 • Best Western Royal Santina 4★**
The Royal Santina Hotel is located in the center of Rome near the Termini train station, the Diocletian Baths and the archaeological wonders of the Roman Museum. Using the transit system, you will have access to all the attractions of the Eternal City. It consists of 118 modern rooms with a welcoming and relaxed atmosphere.
METFRO STATION: Termini

**12 • Mozart 4★**
The hotel is situated between Piazza del Popolo and Piazza di Spagna, surrounded by prestigious, high fashion boutiques of international reputation. The Mozart Hotel is housed in a historical, early 19th century building, transformed into a hotel in 1975. The panoramic roof garden has a bar called Jupiter, offering a beautiful view of the Church Trinita dei Monti and Villa Medici. It is composed of 56 classic and elegant rooms.
METFRO STATION: Flaminio